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1 ISO’s Cryptographic Module work
atsec customers who have projects for testing, validating, and certifying cryptographic modules for the US
government market are intimately familiar with the FIPS 140-2 standard. This standard and its associated
supporting documents are produced and published by NIST. Together, the suite of documents define the
specification and testing requirements for a cryptographic module that is used by the US Federal
government to meet their requirements under the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)
of 2002.
For several years the value of conformance testing against the FIPS 140-2 specification has been well
accepted, and the assurance gained through validated conformance has been specified (with varying
degrees of rigor) in several other markets. For example:
•

•
•

•

•
•

Other governments that recognize the assurance provided. Most noteworthy is Canada, who
partners with NIST in operating the CMVP as a joint endeavor between NIST and the
Communications Security Establishment of Canada (CSEC). There are examples of others, such
as the Japan CMVP which is part of the Information-technology Promotion Agency (IPA). They
developed and operate a validation program (similar to that used in the US and Canada) in support
of procurement in compliance with the Japanese Standards for Information Security Measures for
the Central Government Computer Systems.
The UK’s information commissioner’s office and Treasury Solicitor’s Department, both of which
recommend using FIPS 140-2 validated encryption products.
The Health industry. For example, the HITECH act provides for "safe harbor" from the costs of
patient notification as well as the reputational risk if the data was protected from using encryption.
The approved encryption processes to claim safe harbor are those that comply with the
requirements of the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2.
The Financial industry. This industry has long referenced use of FIPS 140-2 and its predecessors
as a best practice. More recently, the Payment Card Industry has drawn heavily from FIPS 140-2
in their endeavors to obtain cryptography assurance within PCI environments and systems in
several of their standards.
Voting Systems. The Electoral Assistance Commission’s Voluntary Voting System Guidelines
recommend the use of FIPS 140-2 for cryptography in voting systems.
Digital Cinema. FIPS 140-2 is specified in the digital cinema specification, V1.2.

Despite the obvious usefulness of the standard and the assurance that is gained from programmatic
testing and validation of the results, it has been long recognized that a US government-produced standard
(and US government validations) may not be appropriate for scenarios beyond the US Government
regulations.
So, in 2003, a project was initiated by ISO/IEC JTC 1 sub-committee 27 which focuses on IT security
techniques. The project was allocated to Working Group 3, and the assigned editors and experts from the
US, France and Japan led the international co-ordination to produce the first edition of ISO/IEC 19790
which was published in 2006 (and was very familiar to those with knowledge of FIPS 140-2).
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Most of the differences between the ISO version and the FIPS
S version of th
he cryptograp
phic module
specification were those of internatio
onalization. References
R
to US legislatio
on were removved and reliance on
the US alg
gorithm suite was modified
d (so that an authority
a
could
d specify theiir own preferrred set of
algorithms
s, protection profiles,
p
rando
om number generators, an
nd key establishment techn
niques). Term
ms
referencin
ng the CMVP were replaced by “approva
al authority,” a
and the termiinology was u
updated to incclude
“Sensitive Security Parrameters” (SS
SP), “Critical Security
S
Para meters” (CSP
P), etc. Techn
nically, the
specification was very similar
s
to FIPS 140-2.
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In 2008 a companion document, equ
uivalent to the
e NISTs “Deriived Test Req
quirements” ffor FIPS 140-2
2, was
published. ISO/IEC 247
759:2008: Infformation tech
hnology -- Se curity techniq
ques -- Test re
equirements ffor
cryptograp
phic modules.
This document pair pro
ovided the bas
sic requireme
ents for formin
ng an approva
al authority in
ndependent off the
CMVP.
In 2008, with
w drafts of FIPS
F
140-3 fro
om NIST bec
coming public ly available, IISO decided tto also revise
e their
standard with
w the intenttion of publish
hing a revision of ISO/IEC 19790 as clo
ose as possib
ble to the final
release off FIPS 140-3. ISO commun
nicated with NIST
N
for statu s as NIST wrrestled with th
he high volum
me of
comments
s they receive
ed regarding FIPS
F
140-2, but
b finally, ISO
O took the lea
ad in moving ttheir specifica
ation
forward to
o cope with ev
volving techno
ologies and enthusiastic in
nput from the many expertss and nationss
represente
ed in ISO. This second rev
vision of ISO/IIEC 19790 wa
as published in August of 2012. (It is
available for
f purchase from
f
ISO’s on
nline store or from your favvorite purveyo
or of standard
ds.)
The comp
panion test req
quirements do
ocument, ISO
O/IEC 24759, is currently u
undergoing re
evision and will be
published when the fina
al draft is app
proved by the ISO voting m
members.
Also in the
e works is a project
p
to spec
cify the neces
ssary standarrds to enable implementation testing forr
enable an authority to devvelop a
cryptograp
phic algorithm
ms and other security
s
functtions. This pro
oject aims to e
program along
a
the lines
s of NIST’s crryptographic algorithm
a
vali dation progra
am (CAVP) th
hat provides th
he
pre-requis
site assurance
es for the fund
damental functions employyed in cryptog
graphic modu
ules.

1.1 Te
esting and valid
dation of
o confo
ormance
e to ISO//IEC 197
790
Now that there
t
is an intternationally recognized
r
se
et of standard
ds for the speccification and
d testing of
cryptograp
phic modules, a base set of
o cryptograph
hic standardss and fundame
entals, as we
ell as a meanss of
testing the
eir implementation correctn
ness, all the needed
n
tools a
are in place fo
for various authorities to de
evelop
validation programs - and
a use of the
e tools provide
e for consiste
ent testing, validation, and certification o
of
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conformance to the ISO standard.
This is already happening.
•
•

In Japan, IPA operates a cryptographic module validation program with ISO/IEC 19790 as a basis.
and
in Korea, the Korean Cryptographic Module Validation Program (KCMVP ) was established in 2005
and uses ISO/IEC 19790 as a basis for their program specifying the Korean approved set of
cryptographic algorithms and security functions.

With the development of validation programs using the standards -- and perhaps even one day mutual
recognition by different programs -- the needs of the commercial sector around the world can be addressed.
This would help developers and vendors of cryptographic modules to address markets on a multi-national
basis (and may even help address some of the issues apparent in the critical infrastructures and the
international supply chain).
To successfully offer such a service, a validation program must define the operational activities that are the
vital to a successful program. These activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

accrediting test laboratories
making program policies
defining the approved cryptographic functions,
establishing algorithm implementation testing and validation
establishing a management system for validating and certifying the testing results
providing any necessary interpretations of the standards
dealing with comments, requests, and issues from labs and vendors
policing the certificate and logo usage
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2 What changed in the 2012 revision of ISO/IEC 19790?
The following gives some of the highlights of ISO/IEC 19790:2012 and those familiar with FIPS 140-2 will
notice some differences. Of course, for the full specification the ISO standard must be consulted. The
following is not intended to be a complete analysis, but rather highlights some of the key points that affect
developers of complex cryptographic modules. These include:
•

•

•

A Degraded mode of operation is introduced, which allows modules to provide cryptographic
services in the event that some part is not behaving, but the other parts are acting as expected. In
the 2008 standard, if one part is "sick" the entire module must refuse any services. This
requirement has been quite restrictive but is now relaxed.
The dependency on Common Criteria for the Operating Environment for modules aiming for
Validation Level 2 or higher is removed. Instead, the new ISO version introduces some specific
security requirements on the Operating Environment that must be tested and configured
independently by the laboratory. This allows independent validation of Software Modules at level 2,
which right now is practically not feasible.
New requirements for developer testing on the module have been introduced to complement the
lab's testing. In this sense, the testing requirements become more aligned with what Common
Criteria considers "developer" vs."independent" testing. This means that with the new revision,
developers of cryptographic modules will have to spend time and effort to document their own
security testing of the services the module provides, which is something they do not need to care
about right now. Generally speaking, this is targeted towards increasing the assurance provided by
the modules, but any assurance gained will heavily depend on how the different national programs
develop their specific requirements and metrics for this activity.

The new revision continues to specify four security levels. Below is a summary of the levels and the basic
requirements of each:

2.1 Security Level 1
•
•
•
•

At least one approved security function or approved sensitive security parameter establishment
method
Operation in a non-modifiable, limited, or modifiable operating environment
No physical security mechanisms are required above production-grade components
Any Non-invasive mitigation methods or mitigation of other attacks which are implemented are
documented

2.2 Security Level 2
•
•
•

Adds the requirement for tamper evidence, which includes the use of tamper-evident coatings or
seals or pick-resistant locks on removable covers or doors
Role-based authentication
Software cryptographic module to be executed in a modifiable environment that implements rolebased access controls or, at the minimum, a discretionary access control with a robust mechanism
of defining new groups and assigning restrictive permissions through access control lists (ACLs),
and with the capability of assigning each user to more than one group, and that protects against
unauthorized execution, modification, and reading of cryptographic software

Security level 2 continues to be the highest security level attainable by a pure software module.
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2.3 Security Level 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional requirements to mitigate the unauthorized access to SSPs held within the cryptographic
module
Physical security mechanisms required at Security Level 3 are intended to have a high probability
of detecting and responding to attempts at direct physical access, use or modification of the
cryptographic module and probing through ventilation holes or slits
Identity-based authentication mechanisms
Manually established plaintext CSPs must be encrypted, utilize a trusted channel or use a split
knowledge procedure for entry or output
Mechanisms to protect a cryptographic module against a security compromise due to
environmental conditions outside of the module's normal operating ranges for voltage and
temperature
Any Non-invasive mitigation methods that are implemented in the module must be tested against
metrics for security level 3 that are defined in the standard
Additional life-cycle assurances, such as automated configuration management, detailed design,
low-level testing, and operator authentication using vendor-provided authentication information

2.4 Security Level 4
•
•
•
•

Multi-factor authentication for operator
The module includes special environmental protection features designed to detect voltage and
temperature boundaries and zeroize CSPs
Any Non-invasive mitigation methods that are implemented in the module must be tested against
metrics for security level 4 that are defined in the standard
Design verification by the correspondence between both pre- and post-state conditions and the
functional specification

2.5 Requirements areas
The security requirements are organized into 11 requirement areas; many of these areas have changes
from those specified in FIPS 140-2:
1. Cryptographic module specification: This area includes the cryptographic module specification
general requirements, the types of cryptographic modules, the cryptographic boundary and the
modes of operations
2. Cryptographic module interfaces: This area includes the cryptographic module interfaces
general requirements, the types of interfaces, the definition of interfaces and trusted channel
requirements
3. Roles, services, and authentication: This area includes the general requirements for roles,
services, and authentication
4. Software/Firmware security:
5. Operational environment: This area includes general requirements for the operational
environment, Operating system requirements for limited or non-modifiable operational
environments, and Operating system requirements for modifiable operational environments
6. Physical security: This area includes requirements for embodiments, general requirements,
requirements for each physical security embodiment and Environmental failure protection/testing
requirements
7. Non-invasive security
8. Sensitive security parameter management : This area includes general requirements, Random
bit generators , Sensitive security parameter generation , Sensitive security parameter
establishment , Sensitive security parameter entry and output , Sensitive security parameter
storage, and Sensitive security parameter zeroization
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9. Self-tests: general requirements for self tests, pre-operational self-tests, and conditional self-tests
10. Life-cycle assurance: This area includes the life-cycle general requirements, Configuration
management , Design ,Finite state model , Development ,Vendor testing, Delivery and operation,
End of life and Guidance documents
11. Mitigation of other attacks
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2.6 Summary of the security requirements by area and Security Level
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ISO/IEC 19790:2012 summary of security requirements by Security Level

2.7 The Annexes of ISO/IEC 19790:2012
A. Documentation requirements for each of the eleven requirement areas.
B. Details of the requirements for the contents of the non-proprietary security policy and the order of
the contents. This aims to make the security policy document more consistent between vendors.
C. A default set of Approved security functions, referring to various ISO standards for block ciphers,
stream ciphers, asymmetric algorithms and techniques, message authentication codes, hash functions,
entity authentication, key management and random bit generation. As mentioned above, it is possible for
an approval authority to supplement or supersede this Annex with their specific approved set of algorithms.
D. A list of the ISO/IEC approved sensitive security parameter generation and establishment methods.
As mentioned above, it is possible for an approval authority to supplement or supersede this Annex with
their specific requirements.
E. An empty list of the ISO/IEC approved authentication mechanisms. Since there are no ISO/IEC
approved authentication mechanisms, it would be necessary for an approval authority to supersede this
Annex with their own requirements.
F. An empty list of the ISO/IEC approved non-invasive attack mitigation test metrics. Since there are
no ISO/IEC approved test metrics, it would be necessary for an approval authority to supersede this Annex
with their own requirements.
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3 But wait! There's more. Supporting work from ISO
The work in ISO is not restricted to the specification and the associated Dervied Test Requirements. There
are several other work items that have been published or are currently being developed in WG 3. These
include:

3.1 IS 17825: Testing methods for the mitigation of noninvasive attack classes against cryptographic modules
(draft):
This draft International Standard specifies the non-invasive attack mitigation test metrics for determining
conformance to the requirements specified in ISO/IEC 19790:2012 for Security Levels 3 and 4. The test
metrics are associated with the security functions specified in ISO/IEC 19790:2012.
The test methods used by testing laboratories to test whether the cryptographic module conforms to the
requirements specified in ISO/IEC 19790:2012 and the test metrics specified in this International Standard
for each of the associated security functions specified in ISO/IEC 19790:2012 are specified in ISO/IEC
24759.

3.2 IS 29128: Verification of cryptographic protocols
(Published in 2011):
The goal of this International Standard is to establish means for verification of cryptographic protocol
specifications to provide defined levels
of confidence concerning the security of the specification of cryptographic protocols

3.3 TR 30104: Physical Security Attacks, Mitigation
Techniques and Security Requirements (draft):
This technical report will provide guidance and addresses the following topics:
•
•
•

a survey of physical security attacks directed against different types of hardware embodiments
including a description of known physical attacks, ranging from simple attacks that require little skill
or resource, to complex attacks that require trained, technical people and considerable resources;
guidance on the principles, best practices and techniques for the design of tamper protection
mechanisms and methods for the mitigation of those attacks; and
guidance on the evaluation or testing of hardware tamper protection mechanisms and references
to current standards and test programs that address hardware tamper evaluation and testing.

3.4 IS 18367: Cryptographic algorithms and security
mechanisms conformance testing (draft):
This draft document is in the early stages of development and is intended to provide the basis for testing
the implementation correctness of cryptographic algorithms published by ISO.
Conformance testing assures that an implementation of a cryptographic algorithm or security mechanism
implementation is correct whether implemented in hardware, software or firmware or in a specific operating
environment. Testing may consist of known-answer or
Monte Carlo testing, or a combination of test methods. Testing may be performed on the actual
implementation or modeled in a simulation environment.
--- With thanks to the editors of ISO/IEC 19790 including Randall Easter, Jean-Pierre Quémard and
Junichi Kondo and also the convener of SC 27's working group 3, Miguel Bañón, for their review of
this text and for suggesting corrections and improvements.
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